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Re-contextualizing the New Romanian Cinema

Christina Stojanova is a film professor and 
media historian, specialized in philosophical, 
ideological, and psychoanalytical interpre-ta-
tions of cinema, providing some of the most in-
sightful studies about narrative modes and fic-
tional representation in the cinemas of Quebec, 
interwar Germany, and Eastern and Central 
Europe. The latest edited work by Stojanova, 
The New Romanian Cinema (Edinburgh 
University Press, 2019), is a complex and com-
plete collection of approaches regarding the 
New Romanian Cinema (abbreviate NRC), 
viewed from multiple theoretical, historical 
perspectives and in-depth interpretations. The 
analyses are covering more than 40 films made 
after 2001, a body of work that the publication 
manages to contextualize aesthetically and cin-
ematographically.

The “New Romanian Cinema” term is 
placed within a larger cultural, artistic, and po-
litical framework, considering it as a movement 
rather than just an artistic style. As Stojanova 
points out in the extensive introduction to the 
NRC universe the NRC directors have remained 
deliberately vague with regard to basic critical doc-
trine, understood in both aesthetic and broader ideo-
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logical terms (4). The new generation of filmmakers in Romania made up an ensemble 
of works that function as a whole without putting down any artistic straightforward 
program, a manifesto, or a doctrine. As the author notes, the NRC focused on the crucial 
importance of personal moral responsibility and personal choices (8).

The New Romanian Cinema is structured in six parts, each part bringing in discussion 
and reflection different aspects of the NRC filmmaking process, output and aesthetic 
traits such as: modernism and minimalism, intermediality and intertextuality, ethics 
and new aesthetics, gender and genre, national place and transnational space. These 
concepts are analyzed using relevant film examples for each case. The six parts are 
opened and closed by Christina Stojanovas’ Introduction and Historical Overview. These 
two chapters take the function of an overture and an epilogue, working as in depth 
guidelines for the five parts in between. The author firstly identifies some common 
traits that compose the NRC legacy, such as the 24 hour story, which can be found in 
about one-third of the movement’s features, as well as in numerous shorts. Stojanova 
observes that these short stories stories often begin in a realist and dispassionate 
observation, only to move steadily towards myth, or archetypal dimensions (10). A 
type of austerity, mixed with ironic standpoints is also considered consistent with 
the NRC audio-visual minimalism, complemented by carefully designed camera 
positions and movements.

The first part opens with the chapter Beyond modernity: the stylistic divide and the 
new Romanian Cinema, written by Dominique Nasta. The author makes an argument 
regarding the fictions of “everydayness”, where psychological effect is often 
privileged over action, thus the directors of NRC are building their scenes not by 
following a traditional narrative arch. Nasta observes how all the elements of the 
Romanian recent cinema are used in order to give the sense that actions are filmed 
within the scenes and not from outside them (33) – hand held camerawork, short 
narrative timespan, natural meaning applied to scenes by opting for the diegetic 
usage of sound and music.

This sense of being “in the scene” is also observed by Irina Trocans’ article, 
Minimalism in the NRC: absent, omnipresent or misjudged. Trocan sees minimalism as 
working towards alienating the spectators from their cinematic expectations, mainly 
by immersive narrative coherence (35). This acts as an active awareness signal for 
filmmakers, as NRC doesn’t favor a passive, comfortable immersion in a fairy-tale 
like world, but an invitation to take part in the dramas of everyday events. Irina 
Trocan uses three films, Beyond the Hills (Cristian Mungiu, 2012), The Death of Mr 
Lăzărescu (Cristi Puiu, 2005) and Cornelui Porumboiu’s Police Adjective (2009) to 
show how minimalism works. In Beyond the Hills, for example, the texture of the 
film, the slow pace of the long shots, the immersive depth of field and the opaque 
style keep us simultaneously engaged with the diegetic world, while at the same 
time contemplating it from the distance (41). Also, the underlying provocation of the 
Death of Mr Lăzărescu is not the grimness in its depiction of an institution, but rather 
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the overturning of confronting protagonist – centered narratives, where the ordinary 
man manages to get extraordinary treatment (41). 

In chapter three of the first part, Ioana Uricaru notes on the purposeful 
minimalism as a technical abstinence in search of pure realities (50). The example is 
Corneliu Porumboiu’s use of music and sound, subsumed to the NRC tradition. The 
author stresses out that the scene where Anca and Cristi are in their home, with Anca 
playing a love song by Mirabella Dauer over and over again, becomes extremely 
important for the way in which every element of the movie is integrating in the 
realism paradigm. As the couple start discussing the song, Cristi pays attention to 
the lyrics while Anca is more interested in the general feeling of the music. A subtle 
conflict of contrast emerges using intra-diegetic music. Anca doesn’t pay attention 
to the worlds until Cristi points them out – he works on the literal, denotative level, 
while she is receptive to the connotation and performs a hermeneutics of the text (57). 
In conclusion we can see how music is used as an inner narrative means of pushing 
the story deeper, not just as a melodramatic tool to enhance our feelings but rather to 
get us to know the characters’ psychology in depth. 

Part two of the book starts with Agnes Petho’s article Exhibited space and the 
intermediality in the films of Corneliu Porumboiu. The author observes how the director 
practices extra-cinematic referencing within the screen, in a scene or in a shot. The 
argument is that the called “tableau shot” – frontal long take, filmed with a more 
or less static camera – offers the impression of viewing a painting, a photograph in 
motion, or gives the viewer access to what seems like the interior of a box (66). The 
author notes that the framing of 12:08 East of Bucharest (Corneliu Porumboiu, 2006) 
works as a series of tableau pictures, where the characters fight for room in the frame. 
Somehow this kind of cinematography gives the spectator the feeling of observing the 
action from an externalposition or, as Petho puts it, framing works as a minimalistic 
container for reality presented as a fragment torn from a larger whole, a found object framed 
by the camera (72).

In chapter six, Ephemeral History and Enduring Celluloid: Cinematic reality and 
theatricality in Nae Caranfil’s films, Melinda Blos-Jani brings into discussion the 
reflexive approach towards the Romanian history and culture, blending fiction and 
reality in the films of the director Nae Caranfil. Nae Carafil is a particular case in 
the postmodernist Romanian cinema, as he doesn’t fully embrace the minimalism of 
the new wave and opts to indulge the viewer in the artifice of image, rather than 
deconstructing the spectacular event of the image (84). On the other side, director 
Cristi Puiu opts for the usage of minimalism (the conscious reduction to the basics 
of cinematic language, especially composition, narrative plot) in order to create 
immediate realism, that is to give the viewer the impression of watching directly a 
non-mediated reality. 

In the chapter Remediation and minimalism in new Romanian Cinema – Example of 
Cristi Puiu, Liviu Lutas sees how the director plays with minimalism through its 
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remediation towards genre. While Nae Caranfil makes usage of genre artifacts in his 
films, Cristi Puiu exploits viewers genre conscience and then frustrates them. Genre 
suspense actually leads to existentialist crisis with characters struggling with moral 
decisions, always on the border of responsibility and freedom (111). For example, in 
the film Stuff and Dough (2001) Cristi Puiu makes use of genre artifacts such as the car 
chase, mafia king pin characters and crime themes. By comparison to other media 
artefacts they offer a self-ironic commentary (111).

Part three, Ethics/New Aesthetics is constructed on the argument of the NRCs’ 
preference for the experiential side of spectatorship. In chapter eight, Authenticity in 
NRC Ethics and Aesthetics, Christina Stojanova purposefully observes how within the 
existential confines of NRC, the subjective time of characters acquires a particular 
importance as they tackle fundamental existential problems like the anxiety of one’s 
loneliness, one’s mortality or one’s conscience of the responsibility for choice and 
commitment to the rest of humanity (124). Following this ideea, Ioana Uricariu in 
the chapter The square and the screen: The ethical dimension of the new Romanian cinema 
observes how the NRC directors’ discourse has to be submitted to an experiential 
reality, otherwise it’s a lie. A discourse that came from the communist trauma, so that 
now art needs to come and heal, thus they have to deal with reality. These films bring 
back the power of the Real and expose the Symbolic discourse (143).

In part four, Gender/Genre, Dana Duma makes an analysis on the way in which 
women are illustrated by the NRC directors. Duma makes a point that the Romanian 
films often contradict mainstream cinema depiction of women (167). In Romania, 
after the 1989 revolution, we witnessed the rebirth of patriarchal model, in part of a 
reaction to communist propaganda which placed women at the foreground of social 
life. As socialist industries broke apart, women were left jobless while in the country 
side the traditional religious family re-emergence in post communist times made it 
even more complicated to be a woman in Romania. In the NRC these changes were 
depicted, women being shown to be confronted with various kinds of abuse (169). Of 
course one might add that the Romanian social classes were all driven towards the so 
called precariat (Filimon, Cristi Puiu. University of Illinois Press, 2017 12), where one 
needs a job to live from one day to another, lacking major safety nets. Thus the danger 
is that competition for survival and fear of losing one’s footing take precedence over 
empathy for others, weakening family and community ties (Filimon 22). Thus women 
were driven in a vulnerable spot by the emergence of this new way of going about 
life, as men sought to the streets to make a mere living, women were left to take care 
for the household. 

One may argue that the NRC is a consistent and detailed chronicle of the rise 
and disillusionment of the precariat in a post-national, post-political world (Filimon 
43). Dana Duma uses the example of First of all, Felicia (2009) directed by Răzvan 
Rădulescu, which portrays women of different ages who are dueling in defence of 
two opposite views of their place in society. Coming from the Netherlands Felicia 
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clashes with a strong patriarchal mentality of her mother. Duma observes how in his 
movie Rădulescu sees the differences between the precariat way of seeing and dealing 
with life versus a person with a western point of view. In his book, Romanian New 
Wave Cinema (McFarland and Inc. Publishers, Jefferson, North Carolina, 2014) Doru 
Pop argues that the NRC shows women in real dramas, such as the drama of Otilia 
and Găbița (4 months, 3 weeks and 2 days, 2007) who performed abortions as forms of 
painful resistance against and authoritarian regime, which was imposing control on 
women behavior and bodies (Pop, 204). Doru Pop argues that cinema making must go 
beyond entertainment and raise awareness about the problems around us (Pop, 205), 
and the NRC is doing that in a very powerful way, by bringing a critical standpoint 
on reality, by engaging the spectators in a uncomfortable relationship with the real 
world through creative cinematographic means and narrative constructions that are 
far more powerful and calling to action than Hollywood or globalized media artifact. 

In part five, National/Place and Transnational/Space Mircea Deaca analyses the 
importance of the kitchen space in NRC movies. The motif of gathering around the 
kitchen table reveals the intimate space of an affective, tighter and isolated (insulated) 
relationship. Here, in the kitchen, members of the family show their true face and 
abandon role playing that is practised in the office or even the dining room or lounge 
when the company of guests are not family (199). The mise en scene of the kitchen is 
in accordance to the search for realism and experiential quality of viewership. Mircea 
Deaca explains how the kitchen space is used differently in a few examples. Whereas 
in The Death of Mr. Lăzărescu the kitchen is the antechamber of the hero’s infernal 
journey. The camera keeps a distance from this intimate space as if, symbolically, it is 
situated in another chamber, in another space, this a dissonance between the order of 
reality and the order of art appears (202). In Marilena de la P7 (Cristian Nemescu, 2006) 
the woman occupies the kitchen, trapped in the narrow space. Realism is generated 
here by typical action in a typical setting, while the camera incessantly pans between 
the upset mother, the guilty father and the son, but does not change its fixed position 
at the door. Father and son are positioned in childlike poses in front of the furious 
matriarch, revealing of this comedy of familial anxieties (207). The precariat class 
tends to retreat to the kitchen for serious discussions and dramatic engagement. 
Abandoned or domineering fathers, of incessantly nurturing, domesticated mothers 
share this stage where directors challenge national cinematic tropes by ironising 
characters and ridiculing social and textual cliches. (210)

In the last chapter of the book, The Transnational Turn: New Urban identities and 
The Transformation of contemporary Romanian Cinema, Doru Pop makes the case for 
the development of the NRC cinema, from a inward looking practice of national 
inspiration, towards trans-national themes of worldwide interest without being 
subject to Hollywoodization and genrefication (228). Pop distinguishes between the 
globalized films like #Selfie (Cristina Iacob, 2014) or Love Building (Iulia Rugina, 2013), 
both showing generic human relationships in an oversimplified context, which has 
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an appeal to a global audience and the New Wave films which were focusing on the 
disenfranchised social margins (231). These films are just byproducts of the movie 
making global machine, they’re not transnational. #Selfie can be made in Poland, in 
Korea with the same gags and humour, with the same characters and having the 
same narrative arch and meaning. Films like #Selfie are a standardized product, 
made simultaneously on a global scale. Films like Beyond the Hills (Cristian Mungiu, 
2012) are national in what regards new wave techniques and national cinema that 
is narratively immersed in a national context. This national inspired cinema has a 
world-wide audience, as it found great recognition at the Cannes Film Festival in 
2012. Thus national inspired movies can reach a global scale if they are made in a 
globally professional, original and engaging way. 

Doru Pop argues that a transnational turn occurred with films like Child’s Pose 
(Catălin Peter Nezer, 2013), Tuesday after Christmas (Radu Muntean, 2010), where 
limited references to local or national identities are present, reduced background 
information on characters and events is given, transnational themes are present 
and characters and narratives are decreasingly linked to a particular cultural milieu 
(Stojanova 235). Doru Pop argues that characters such as Barbu, the main character 
from Child’s Pose, are no longer a manifestation of national identities, but epitomes 
of transnational character traits (Stojanova 237). Thus a transnational cinema allows 
the translatisation of stories, scenes and spaces into the cultural contexts without 
the need for reinterpretation. This trans-nationalization of themes is not necessarily 
a guarantee for an international audience. As the Eastern European focus has come 
to an end in the global movie-making scene, localized dramas with an international 
appeal have appeared from the middle east like Capernaum (Nadine Labaki ,2018) to 
the far eastern dramas such as Shoplifters (Hirokazu koreda, 2018), Parasites (Bong 
Joon-ho, 2019). The idea of a global art cinema is to have national stories with an 
internationally understandable drama. As Doru Pop argues, transnational cinema 
revisits the national while also resisting assimilation into a global, standardized 
representation.

Christina Stojanova manages to give final overview of the New Romanian 
Cinema, starting from the minimalist tradition, tackling issues of gender and genre, 
of cinematography used for the purpose of psychological drama and construction, to 
the various manifestations of the Romanian New Wave in the works of its greatest 
directors and the evolving Romanian Cinema from a nationally charged cinematic 
narrative towards globally integrated works with international appeal. Hopefully The 
New Romanian Cinema will pave the way for new filmmakers and critics to have the 
energy and creativity to forward New Waves in cinema.


